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All of  Pentco’s stocked Greenlam laminates are anti-bacterial, 

at no added cost to you. Anti-bacterial laminates are great for 

projects in health care, schools, hospitality, commercial and 

residential living. For more info visit:

https://www.greenlam.com/india/health-safe-collection/

Bacteria can double every 20 minutes on a standard surface, and a

single microbe can split into 35 billion microbes over the course of

12 hours (36 x in 12hrs). 

Anti-bacterial surfaces contribute to the prevention of spreading

harmful bacteria.  Bacteria does not grow or expand on an

anti-bacterial surface, and 99% will naturally perish within

24 hours.

Please note: Anti-bacterial surfaces are not Anti-viral, there-fore they do not 

protect against Covid-19. Always use disinfectants that are EPA approved to 

clean and help prevent the spread of Covid-19. 

Greenlam Anti-Bacterial Laminates.
Protect yourself and your loved ones. 
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Greenlam Anti-bacterial laminates 

are available here at Pentco. Every 

single one of Greenlam's laminates 

have been treated with high-e�cacy 

anti-microbial agents, that can curb 

the growth of nearly 99% of 

common bacteria. Protect yourself 

and you loved ones.

10
years

Greenlam & Pentco have been 
trying to do their part.

O�ering you anti-bacterial 
surfaces for the last 10 years.
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